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With the opening of the stone gate, the pot fires above the walls of the inside also
blasted brightly. Under the shining of the pot fire, inside the gate, there were no
predatory beasts and birds, let alone evil spirits and demons. Yes, it’s just an
underground space that is so big that people doubt life.

It is tens of meters high and the size of more than a dozen football fields, like a huge
underground palace, majestic and majestic.

In the space, although there is no high pavilion jade wall or glazed jade beam, it is
completely self-contained, like a giant hall. And what makes everyone feel astonished is
that there are countless stone statues in the giant hall.

These stone statues are in thousands of shapes and different postures.

There were two or two pushing knee chess players, or three or five people onlookers,
there were street vendors who shouted and clamored with merchandise, and there were
also spear-armed leaders on patrols. They were mighty and extraordinary.

Looking around, there are not one hundred thousand people, but there are tens of
thousands.

The streets, residential buildings, and even downtown, although not separated by
buildings, the actions of various stone people have been arranged clearly and
thoroughly.

It is not an exaggeration to sum it up with a sentence of stone man world.

“This…” Mo Yang looked stupid: “This is simply an underground world.”

“Although he is a stone man , his workmanship is so exquisite that his facial expressions
are so lifelike and lifelike.” Ningyue also Exclaimed.

“People, guards, coolies, knowers, and even singers.” Bai Xiaosheng looked at various
stone men: “This is clearly the emperor’s tomb.”

“The emperor?” Mo Yang frowned slightly. Is it like the tomb of Emperor Qin on the
earth?

In surprise, Wang Simin had already raised his leg in one step and walked directly in.
The few people looked at each other and quickly followed.

As everyone entered, there was a loud bang, and the two silver doors closed heavily.



Dao Twelve hurriedly wanted to go back and open the silver door, but no matter how
hard he tried, the silver door remained motionless.

“Well, let alone there is no mechanism, even the silver gate weighs at least a thousand
tons, how can it be opened with brute force.” Mo Yang yelled softly.

“Fuck, then how do we get out? Is it possible to stay here for a lifetime?” Dao Twelve
slobbed at the silver gate and cursed.

“There should be other exits.” Ningyue looked around and said softly.

“Miss Wang, what are you looking for? Why, they will bring us to this place?” Lu Yuan
asked suspiciously. “Hey, at first glance this place is an underground mausoleum.
Obviously, dig a grave for treasure.” Zhong Beihai smiled.

Take treasure? !

Jianghu Baixiaosheng obviously doesn’t believe it. The Wang family has a lot of
business. Although it is not a rich one, at least one of the top wealthies in Tianhu City, it
is naturally impossible for the money of the world to be so valued.

But, what can there be in a group of stone people? !

“I don’t know either.” Wang Simin shook his head depressed.

She also doesn’t know what these stone men can do? Could it be possible to resurrect
them to George Han as a guard?

If all this is called a tiger with wings, George Han’s body now has been pierced into
hedgehogs with various wings.

“Go inside.” After Wang Simin said, he led everyone and walked towards the stone man.

A group of people soon came to the stone people. Some people touched the stone
statues with their hands. The stone was hard and smooth in texture, and it was definitely
not an ordinary stone at first glance.

“I really don’t understand. There are so many stone people buried underground in this
village, and all the stones are extremely special. They are extremely expensive at first
glance, but the villagers live in earthen huts and huts, which are extremely simple.”
Zhong Beihai said depressed.

“Perhaps, they spent all their money on making these stone men, so they can only
wrong themselves.” Dao Twelve said.

“Look at it!”



Suddenly, at this moment, Bai Xiaosheng frowned suddenly, and in the direction of his
fingers, a denser pile of stone figures appeared there.

Different from the stone statues outside, these stone statues are obviously more
luxuriously decorated. They not only have spears, but also shields and golden armors.

And beside these golden and stone statues, there are horses and flying elephants, long
carts and short weapons.

“That’s…” A group of people looked at each other and ran over quickly.

When everyone ran in front of the group of stone people, they couldn’t help being
stunned by the momentum of the stone people formation.

Hundreds of thousands of golden soldiers, the central eight-horse trailer, and a person
in the car waved his finger, very domineering.

“Then… the appearance of that person…” Suddenly, someone pointed at the person on
the carriage in surprise, and was stunned for a while…
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when everyone looked for their voices, they were stunned collectively.

Although the man in the carriage is pointing far away, as if waving a thousand troops
forward, his appearance is really strange.

Although it has a human face, it is strange that it has big ears, eyes like two pillars, big
mouth, and high nose!

“What does this look like?” Dao Twelve was taken aback.

“This is really weird. No matter the human race or the demon race, I have never seen a
person with such a face.” Ningyue frowned.

Jianghu Baixiaosheng also nodded: “I have seen many strange people and strangers,
but this looks…” Jianghu Baixiaosheng couldn’t help but shook his head.

Zhong Beihai, Lu Yuan and others also shook their heads, saying that they had not seen
them.

“Look over there…” Suddenly, Wang Simin screamed, fingers far away.

Following her gaze, in the innermost part of the entire underground hall, a small room
roughly resembling a temple was located there.



It is so inconspicuous, if it were not for a few people to come here, it would be
impossible to find its existence.

Next to the temple, there are still two stone figures standing, but they are a boy and a
virgin, with delicately carved clothes and smiling faces.

“There is still a stone man sitting in that room!” Mo Yang said anxiously.

“It seems…like a female stone man!” Dao Twelve also said anxiously.

“Let’s take a look.” Wang Simin said anxiously. Perhaps, that is the real treasure in it,
and it is also what Grandpa asked himself to take.

The group of people hurried across the Jinjiashimen, and walked towards the small
stone house over there.

Halfway through, Mo Yang couldn’t help frowning: “You…do you think it’s weird?”

Sword Twelve scratched his ears and scratched his cheeks, and felt a little
uncomfortable: “It seems that someone is staring at us.”

Ningyue also nodded, but looking around, there are only dense stone figures, not to
mention anyone staring, even the living people are not visible. .

“Strange.” Mo Yang rubbed his head depressedly, and Mo Yang was a little puzzled.

“Don’t think so much!” Wang Simin exclaimed, speeding up his pace.

The group nodded and speeded up, and quickly moved towards the stone house. only,
all people do not know is that at this time it was not just staring at them, on the contrary,
there are a lot of people …… even

closer, closer, closer and closer, tiny The appearance of the stone house became
clearer and clearer. Not only the golden boy and jade girl outside the stone house can
see the details, but the woman sitting in the stone house also becomes clearer.

She sat there quietly, dignified, with her hands slightly resting on her knees, extremely
relaxed. Although she is a stone man, she can vaguely see the golden jade dress on her
body, shining under the light of the pot fire!

“That’s…”

“Oh my god, the clothes on the stone statue are so fucking dazzling, right?” A

group of people just felt dumbfounded, their scalp tingling!

“This is the legendary treasure?”



Wang Simin frowned. Grandpa asked to find this jade garment in front of him? Although,
it is really different, the workmanship is also very delicate, and it is absolutely
extraordinary at a glance.

But as others have said, the Wang family is not a rich one, but it is also rich. Although
the jade garments are rare and expensive, it is easy to make thousands of pieces based
on her family’s wealth. Why bother to go there. Come here? !

Everything, it seems that it is not as simple as it seems, and this jade suit is obviously
not what you are really looking for!

“Om!”

Suddenly, just as everyone was approaching the stone house and was about to arrive, a
strange roar suddenly sounded in everyone’s ears.

Everyone only felt the eardrums hurt, and their heads were dizzy. They could not help
but cover their ears and hug their heads!

The sound was extremely short, and it only took a moment to dissipate in an instant.

Everyone was relieved of their discomfort, and then slowly let go of their hands, but
when they raised their eyes, there was a touch of wood heart, and their faces were
ashamed!

At some point, they returned to the door. In front of them, some people played chess,
some laughed and watched, some sold vegetables and shouted, and some soldiers
lined up on patrol.

This scene seems familiar, but it was a stone man before, but now, it is a living man!
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“This…”

“What’s going on? We’re back to where we were?”

“Illusion?”

“Illusion, it must be an illusion, Mo Yang, you hit me!” Twelve shouted anxiously.

“Slap”

Mo Yang slapped his backhand, slapped the twelve knives on the spot!

However, no one cared about him, but stared at him curiously, waiting for his answer.



“You can’t fucking be lighter? I rely on it!” Dao Twelve yelled, and most of his face was
flushed and swollen by Mo Yang’s fan!

“Pain, isn’t it an illusion?” Mo Yang frowned.

“It can’t be!” Ningyue stared at her!

Shi Ren is obviously an indisputable fact, but now everyone is alive. How could it not be
an illusion? !

“I don’t believe it anymore.” Wang Simin yelled softly, drew out his saber directly, and
stepped forward again.

Everyone quickly followed!

What everyone was puzzled was that when a group of people walked into it, the “living
people” didn’t seem to notice them, and didn’t react at all. Everyone was busy with their
own affairs.

Despite their doubts, they don’t provoke everyone, and people naturally don’t want to
waste time on them.

Passing through the crowd, passing the Golden Armored Soldier Array again, almost the
same as the “people” outside, the soldiers were practicing, but the commander on the
carriage was motionless!

Passing by, a group of people walked towards the stone house again.

“Om”

With that unpleasant voice sounded again, everyone covered their ears uncomfortably,
and raised their eyes again!

“Oh my God, we are back to the original place!”

“What the hell is going on?” A

group of people were shocked collectively. It was just a blink of an eye, but they never
had to walk for nearly ten minutes. Suddenly came back in the distance.

“It seems that there is power stopping us and not letting us get close!” Ningyue frowned.

“Power? Are you talking about that strange sound?” Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng said
strangely.

“That sound is so strange, I don’t know where it came from.” Mo Yang said strangely.



“The more I stop it, the more it shows that the cabin is weird!” Wang Simin gritted his
teeth and said: “This has strengthened my determination to go there.” “Go over like just
now, it will definitely not work, I have a way.” Ningyue said.

Then, according to Ningyue’s idea, a row of 21 people, divided into three groups, a total
of seven groups, arranged in front and back.

When they reappeared next to the Jinjiashi formation, a group of people stopped.

“We’ll go forward seven times, I’m at the end!” Ningyue nodded at Wang Simin.

Wang Simin responded lightly and glanced at Mo Yang and Dao Twelve next to him. In
the next second, the three of them rushed to the small stone house without hesitation.

“Om!”

When the strange sound rang, Ningyue saw with her own eyes that the three Wang
Simin, who had run to the half of the center, turned into light spots and disappeared.

“Have you found the source of this strange noise?” Ningyue asked.

Zhong Beihai shook his head, and according to Ningyue’s instructions, when the first
group passed through, they immediately looked around to find out where the strange
sound came from.

But except for Ningyue, the other thirteen people, thirteen pairs of eyes, did not know
where the sound came from.

“It doesn’t matter, the second team!” Ningyue said coldly.

The three of Lu Yuan nodded to each other, and rushed over there again.

Then the third team, the fourth team, the fifth team…

until only Ningyue and Zhong Beihai are left!

There is still no discovery.

The sound appeared out of thin air, and then dissipated out of thin air, leaving no trace.

Ningyue couldn’t help frowning, and looked around depressedly. Suddenly, she swept
over the strange-looking person on the carriage!

“Strange!” Ningyue frowned suddenly, she always felt he was weird, but she couldn’t tell
what was weird!

“Ningyue, it’s almost time for us to set off.” Zhong Beihai suddenly interrupted Ningyue’s
thoughts.



Ningyue nodded and walked over with heavy thoughts, and then as the buzzing
sounded again, they returned to the place again.

Seeing Ningyue and others reappearing in the same place, everyone’s expressions
were unsightly, but at this moment, Ningyue suddenly raised her head and suddenly
said, “It’s the man with erect eyes!”
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